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From Ram Dass, one of America’s most beloved spiritual figures and bestselling author of Be
Here Now and Be Love Now, comes this timeless classic about the experience of being and the
risks and rewards of our spiritual path. Originally published in 1976, Grist for the Mill offers a
deep spiritual journey of self-discovery, and a universal understanding of what it means to "be"
and to grow as human beings. The book is fully revised with a new introduction.As Ram Dass
puts it, "When the faith is strong enough it is sufficient just to be. It’s a journey towards simplicity,
towards quietness, towards a kind of joy that is not in time. It’s a journey that has taken us from
primary identification with our body and our psyche, on to an identification with God, and
ultimately beyond identification."



DedicationThe Dharma belongs to no one. Teachings about the Dharma come now through one
person and now through another. What is contained in this book certainly did not originate with
me. It is part of a river that flows through me from my Guru, teachers, parents, past incarnations,
and life experiences.As I read this manuscript, I can feel in the turn of a phrase or an image the
intimate presence of my Guru and one or another of my teachers. Their very real contributions to
this book are warmly and gratefully acknowledged. May this book serve as an expression of
appreciation for their teachings.My thanks also to Stephen Levine, co-author, whose sensitive,
poetic collaboration made the words come to light as I heard them but could not quite speak
them.Shanti, Ram Dass New York City,
1976ContentsDedicationIntroductionCollaborator’s NotePreface to the Previous
EditionEpigraph1 The Journey2 Receiving the Transmission3 Rules of the Game4 The
Evolutionary Cycle5 Levels of Reality6 The Mellow Drama7 Lineage8 Guided Meditation9
Dying: An Opportunity for Awakening10 Freeing the Mind11 Nobody’s Special12
Karmuppance13 Methods and More14 God and Beyond15 Questions and AnswersAbout the
AuthorsBooks by Ram DassCreditsCopyrightAbout the PublisherIntroductionGrist for the Mill
came from talks I gave to different groups in the 1970s. It captures those interchanges, but it’s
also about living in the moment, which transcends time. Stephen Levine and I thought these
talks would have broad appeal.The spiritual path is an inner exploration. It exists for anyone at
any time who looks within to examine the premise of their own identity or to seek the
transcendent reality of the universe. Consciousness is a shared quality of human existence.
Except for those rare saintly beings who take birth solely for the benefit of humanity, to teach and
inspire, most of us turning on this wheel of birth and death suffer similar afflictions of mind and
seductions of the senses.The astonishing diversity of human nature and individual karma means
everyone has their own particular spiritual path and methods that work best for them. Grist for
the Mill goes from a general map of the terrain of the spiritual path to answering people’s specific
questions.The primary method we explore uses whatever comes to you in life as food for your
spiritual path. At the time I wrote Grist for the Mill, my practice was to see everything that came
my way as a manifestation of the Divine Mother who is the energy, or Shakti, of all creation.
Around this time I studied with a female teacher named Joya, who for a while represented Shakti
for me. I give a chronicle of the ups and downs of that trip here as well.We Westerners are
enthralled with our minds, and I am no exception. I am often the best object lesson for my own
teaching. Strategies in the book involve ways to use the mind to go beyond the mind, ways to
understand states of consciousness that are beyond thought, and ways to identify ourselves
other than through our mind, through our intuition, and so forth. Included are Buddhist ideas
about non-self, and how to witness the mind and our attachment to it. Another approach we
explore is devotion, or bhakti, in which everything is seen through the lens of love for the
Divine.To understand the sometimes gradual nature of the path, I find it helpful to conceive of a



spiritual journey that goes beyond this lifetime. In that view the time factor for souls is an infinity
of multiple incarnations, though paradoxically reality lies in being fully present in each
moment.Paradoxes like the infinity of time vs. the timeless present, self vs. non-self, and the
need for individual effort vs. surrender to a higher power are all grist for the mill of treading on
this pathless path. My Guru, Maharaj-ji, once told me, “Enjoy everything!” These days I try to
simply love everything that comes my way, whether animate or inanimate, pleasant or painful. I
hope you too can learn to absorb life’s ecstasies and distresses into your spiritual practice so
they are just more grist for the mill.Namaste, Ram Dass Maui, 11 June
2012Collaborator’s NoteThe space from which these understandings come has no body, no
mouth, it cannot speak. To be communicated, these insights had to cross the wild river of
accumulated personality, acculturation, interpretation, opinion, and preference to enter into the
limitations of language. They are offered as a near translation of the experience of things as they
really are. These teachings were originally offered in the direct, charismatic, air medium of the
oral tradition before once again being translated and further grounded into the powerful earth
medium of the written word, print on paper, book form.The transmission from form to form
continued without the self-conscious “presence” of an editor, but instead flowed from the
experience out of which these teachings had originated. The continuity was grace elicited from
the fullness of each moment as it manifested before us as this book. The collaboration occurred
on a plane where the beings collaborating were no one in particular, so there was little to impede
or diffuse the natural intensity of the light.As this oral tradition translated itself into the written
word, we decided not to italicize, specialize, the Sanskrit-derived terms such as: sadhana,
spiritual practice; karma, the actions of life which breed further reaction; samadhi, deeply
concentrated states; Guru, the teacher, the teaching—because these concepts should not be
something different, or “other,” but should be allowed to enter into the marrow of the language.
So too dharma, as natural karmic duty, appropriate action for this incarnation, is not capitalized
for it is “nothing special,” while Dharma, as the truth, Natural Law, the Tao, God’s will, is
capitalized to demonstrate its profound universality.Interwoven from lectures, retreats, articles,
and interviews given during 1974–1976 in Philadelphia, Washington, Lincoln, Seattle, Los
Angeles, Boston, Portland, San Francisco, Santa Cruz, Kansas City, and Aspen, and updated
for current readers, these words are offered as the gift of the Dharma, which is ever and always
present to each of us, in each of us.Let it shine, Stephen Levine Santa Cruz, 1976Preface
to the Previous EditionIn the first half of the seventies, spiritual growth rooted in Eastern
mysticism was definitely “in.” There was a proliferation of spiritual teachers (often self-proclaimed
gurus) with sizeable followings. This movement coincided with the psychological growth
movement, another significant flowering of that period. Cynics among us referred to these
turnings inward as a reflection of narcissism and dubbed the participants the “me generation.”
But it was not just narcissism. In part, these movements represented a healthy balancing after
the blood-letting polarization in political action that occurred in our society at the time of the
Vietnam conflict.Though the spiritual groups were often quite flamboyant and smacked of what



Trungpa Rinpoche—a Tibetan Lama—referred to as “spiritual materialism,” at their root was a
genuine yearning to connect with a deeper context from which to lead a life of greater
consciousness and equanimity. It was in response to this yearning that this book originally
appeared in the mid-seventies.For the most part, this book is an edited transcript of words
spoken at various gatherings during that period. In lecturing, I do not usually follow formally
prepared material. Rather, through meditation I empty my mind before speaking, in order that my
words might speak from and to those places in the audience and in myself which require that we
say again what must still be heard at that moment on our journey.Now, years later, as I reread
this material on the occasion of its republication, I am surprised at how timely the message
seems . . . or perhaps I should say, how outside of time. Perhaps what we need to hear now, just
as we needed to hear then, are those eternal verities that Aldous Huxley refers to as the
“Perennial Philosophy,” the message which, through form after form, comes down relatively
unchanged through the ages. In these days of planned obsolescence, when the shelf-life of new
books is measured in days, I find the unchanging nature of these ideas reassuring.At the same
time, I found expressions and metaphors, as well as political or social references, that dated the
material. In cases where I felt that the expressions or referents would not be understandable to
today’s reader, I have changed and updated them. And in the cases where I feel that my
attitudes and understanding toward some issues have matured over these years, I have also
adapted the material.In the sixties, when we first encountered Eastern ideas of enlightenment,
we expected to be personally enlightened in a matter of a year, or a decade at the most. This
attitude was slightly tempered in the seventies, but still we expected enlightenment during this
lifetime. But now, we have come to appreciate the fine print in the Eastern texts, and that, along
with our own experiences, has helped us become free of applying temporal achievement criteria
to our spiritual work. We have learned patience and humility and an understanding that we
practice dharma without attachment to the goal . . . simply because it is the obvious thing to do.
So in places where my presentation seemed immaturely and unnecessarily arrogant, I have
softened the material.Since this book first appeared, there have been periods when material
acquisition and personal pleasure have taken priority over spiritual aspirations. For example, the
great interest in Eastern philosophy on college campuses for a time gave way to a marked
increase in pragmatic career choices with the promise of high financial reward. Many of the
deeper personal and social values reflected in the sixties and the seventies seemed to have
disappeared into the background. Now, once again, the pendulum swings. In high schools and
colleges, there is evidence of a new social concern for the suffering of others, and there is once
again an upswing in interest in inner growth. As my friend Wavy Gravy has said, “The eighties
are the sixties twenty years later.” Now with the sixties a half-century in our rear-view mirror, the
Perennial Philosophy is once again coming into flower in our culture. I hope that books such as
this one, in its new incarnation, can help to cultivate that process.Ram Dass
Cohasset, Massachusetts, 1987EpigraphIn India when we meet and part we often say,
“Namasté,” which means: I honor the place in you where the entire universe resides; I honor the



place in you of love, of light, of truth, of peace. I honor the place within you where, if you are in
that place in you, and I am in that place in me, there is only one of us.NamastéChapter 1The
JourneyWelcome! It’s so graceful to share the journey. We’ve been on this journey a long time
together. We’ve gone through a lot of stages. And just as in any journey, some people have
dropped along the way, have had enough for this round. Others have been waiting for us to catch
up. The journey passes through the seven valleys, the seven kingdoms, the chakras, the planes
of consciousness, the degrees of faith. Often we only know we’ve been in a certain place when
we pass beyond it, because when we’re in it, we don’t have the perspective to know, because
we’re only being. But as the journey progresses, less and less do you need to know. When the
faith is strong enough, it is sufficient just to be. It’s a journey toward simplicity, toward quietness,
toward a kind of joy that is not in time. It’s a journey out of time, leaving behind every model we
have had of who we think we are. It involves a transformation of our being so that our thinking
mind becomes our servant rather than our master. It’s a journey that takes us from primary
identification with our body, through identification with our psyche, on to an identification with our
soul, then to an identification with God, and ultimately beyond identification.Because many of us
have traversed this path without maps, thinking that it was unique to us because of the peculiar
way in which we were traveling, often there has been a lot of confusion. We have imagined that
the end was reached when it was merely the first mountain peak—which yet hid all of the higher
mountains in the distance. Many of us got enamored because these experiences along the way
were so intense that we couldn’t imagine anything beyond them. Isn’t it a wonderful journey that
at every stage we can’t imagine anything beyond it? Every point we reach is so much beyond
anything up until then that our perception is full and we can’t see anything else but the
experience itself.For the first few stages, we really think that we planned the trip, packed the
provisions, set out ourselves, and are the master of our domain. Only after traversing a few
valleys and mountains along the way do we begin to realize that there are silent guides, that
what has seemed random and chaotic might actually have a pattern. It’s very hard for a being
who is totally attached and identified with his intellect to imagine that the universe could be so
perfectly designed that every act, every experience is perfectly within the lawful harmony of the
universe—including all of the paradoxes. The statement, “Not a leaf turns but that God is behind
it,” is just too far out to think about. But eventually we begin to recognize that the journey may be
stretching out for a longer span than we thought it was going to.We come out of a philosophical
materialistic framework in which we are totally identified with our bodies and the material plane
of existence—when you’re dead, you’re dead—so get it while it’s hot. And more is better and
now is best, because we don’t know when the curtain will come down and it will all be over. And
better not to think about that curtain because it’s too frightening. Where along the journey do we
begin to suspect that that model of how it is, is just another model? And that this lifetime is but
another part of a long, long journey? In the Buddhist teachings, there is an analogy of how long
we’ve been doing this. The image is that of a solid granite mountain six miles long, six miles
wide, six miles high. Every hundred years a bird flies by the mountain with a silk scarf in its beak



and runs the scarf over the mountain. In the length of time it takes for the silk scarf to wear away
the mountain, that’s how long we’ve been doing it. Round after round after round. It puts a
different time perspective on this one life, doesn’t it? Not all of those rounds are on this plane;
not all of those rounds are in human form. But all of those rounds are a part of a journey that has
direction.Sooner or later the realization comes that nothing we can think of is going to do it.
Nothing we experience is it—because our minds think of things, and we and the things are
separate, and there is a little veil, like a trillionth of a second that exists between us and the thing
we’re thinking of. And when we sense something or collect an experience, there’s the distinction
between the experience and the experiencer, and that’s a very thin veil. It doesn’t matter how
thin it is—it’s like steel. It always separates us from where it’s happening.When at last the
despair is deep enough, we cry out. We cry inwardly or outwardly, “Get me out of this! I want to
get out! I give up. I don’t know. I surrender.” At that moment, when the despair is genuine enough,
the veil separates a bit. I’m not talking about wanting to want to give up. I’m not even talking
about wanting to give up. I’m talking about actually giving up. The problem is, most of us say, “I
don’t think my thoughts are going to do it, so I’m now open to new possibilities. I’ll read Ram
Dass’s book, but I’m going to sit and judge it.” Forget it—because the judge has designed the
game so that the judge won’t have to change, and says, “Anything that doesn’t fit in with the way
I thought it was, I reject.” We have categories for that—it’s “weird” or it’s “occult” or it’s “far out” or
whatever we want to call it. It’s a way of putting it somewhere else so it doesn’t blow our scene
up. That’s what the judge’s function is, so the scene doesn’t get blown up.When, as the Third
Chinese Patriarch of zen suggests, we set aside opinion and judgment because we see they’re
just digging us deeper into our hole, we surrender our own knowing. Now, that’s really hard,
because the whole culture is based on the worship of the golden calf of the rational mind while
other levels of knowing, like what we call intuition, have practically become dirty words in our
culture. It’s sort of sloppy, it’s not tight, logical, analytic, clean. You don’t sit in scientific meetings
and say, “I intuit that . . .” You say, “Out of inductive reasoning, I hypothesize that we will be able
to disprove the null hypothesis.” That’s saying the same thing, but we’ve made believe that we’re
doing it analytically and logically. Some of us, I am sure, recognize that game. When Einstein
said, “I did not arrive at my understanding of the fundamental laws of the universe through my
rational mind,” many of his colleagues thought him quite eccentric—because the rational mind
has been the high priest of the society. Realize that it’s merely a tiny system and that there are
meta-systems and meta-meta-systems, in which only when we transcend our logical analytic
mind can we even enter the gate.I remember as a social scientist, I studied what was studiable.
What was studiable had nothing to do with what was happening to me, but it was studiable. The
analogy is the drunk looking for the watch under the streetlight. Someone comes to help him
look, but there’s no watch under the streetlight, and finally the passerby asks, “Well, exactly
where did you lose it?” And the drunk says, “I lost it up in the dark alley, but there is more light out
here.” It is the light of the analytic mind we were using to try to find what had been lost in the
distant alley.Well, a long time ago we were enamored of our prehensile capabilities, the fact that



our thumb and index finger could do intricate stuff that no other species could. That was pretty
far out; we got a lot of power. But that was nothing like all the anticipatory stuff and the
remembering and all this stuff we could do with our cerebral cortex. And to think that wasn’t to be
the end-all. It even sent people to the moon. Isn’t that the ultimate? It doesn’t seem to be, does
it? It’s interesting that people were burned at the stake for suggesting that the anthropomorphic
view of the universe wasn’t the final one. We all have been caught again and again in embracing
the view that the physical universe is the center of it all, when in fact it turns out that the physical
universe is just another universe. Not even necessarily the most interesting one. Isn’t that
damaging to our ego?And the moment when there is that little bit of giving up, whether we’re
blown out of our rational mind by whatever techniques we have available, or some traumatic
experience happens that shakes us out of it, or we have just lived long enough that we’ve
despaired of ever getting it the way we thought we were going to—whatever the genesis of it, at
that moment we experience the presence of another set of possibilities of who we are and what
it’s all about. It is like that moment depicted on the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel when the hands
of God and man are just about to touch. It’s just at the moment when the despair is greatest,
when we reach up, that the grace descends, and we experience the knowledge or the insight or
the remembrance that it all isn’t in fact the way we thought it was. If it happens too violently, we
decide we’ve gone insane.And there are people who are all too willing to reassure us that we
have, and there are places for that. In hunting tribes, mystics are treated as insane—they’re an
inconvenience because the tribe has to be kept mobile, and old people and crazy people have
to be put away somewhere. But if we’re in a certain position at the moment of seeing through, if
the view has been gentle or if we’re with somebody else who knows, or if we had intellectually
known but didn’t believe, all of which is a karmic matter, if we had some kind of structure or
support system, we say, “Even though everybody else thinks I’m mad, I’m not.”It’s like when I was
being thrown out of Harvard. There was a press conference, and all the reporters and
photographers were interviewing me because I was the first professor to be fired from Harvard in
a very long time. They all were looking at me as the fighter who had just lost the big fight. Here I
was, a good boy who had built his career and finally reached Harvard and now was obviously
going to disappear into ignominy. The major teaching institution had dismissed me in disgrace.
They had that look on their faces you have when you’re around a loser. And here I was every few
days taking acid with my partner, Timothy, and my friends were going into these realms beyond
realms beyond realms, and I was looking at the reporters and photographers as “those poor
fellows.” And I looked around and saw that everybody believed in only one reality to this situation
except me; and I remembered, since I’m a clinical psychologist, that that was a definition of
insanity. One of me was saying, “Boy, are you crazy.” And the other was saying, “Go, go, go,
you’re right on!”The moment at which we look up, the moment at which we look in, starts the
journey back. The journey has gone from the One into the incredible paranoid multiplicity of this
high technological materialistic structure. Then, when the despair is great enough, there is the
turnaround, and we start to go back to the One. And at that moment, who we are starts to change



—because up until then, we have been worshipping our individual differences—“I’m more
beautiful, I’m younger, I’m smarter, or I wish I were”—or totally preoccupied with getting an
individual difference that we could accentuate, because that’s where the payoff was.So we dress
in silver sequins with golden blups, and that makes us special, and everybody says, “You’re
special.” But then when we look around, and we get a sense of another reality, an awareness of
presence—a place within us starts to draw us as inevitably and irrevocably as a flame draws a
moth. For a long time, maybe many, many lifetimes, we’ll keep soaring in close and getting our
wings singed.Now, whether our wings are being singed, whether the fire purifies us or destroys
us, depends on who we think we are, because the fire can only burn our stash of clinging. The
fire doesn’t burn itself. And in truth, we are the fire.Chapter 2Receiving the TransmissionTo
receive a spiritual transmission, it is not sufficient just to talk about it. Now we have to become it,
for the transmission that we come to share is, in truth, not a conceptual one. What I know, I will
share with you, but there is more, and for us to receive more than the words, we have to
acknowledge who we truly are. Because if we come with the certainty that we already know and
that what we have is enough, then though we will hear the words, we will not receive the
transmission. If we transported this moment to a cave in the Himalayas that we had all spent
months getting to, and we entered the cave after much purification and sat before a teacher, we
would be ready to receive the transmission. Now it is a question of whether in this form—in the
place we are right now—with such easy access to these words, whether the same space can be
created, for by the time we got to the Himalayan cave, we would recognize that what we’re
seeking in the transmission has very little to do with time and space. It has very little to do with
our body, with our personality. It was only when Don Juan had destroyed Castaneda’s personal
history that the transmission could occur.When you sit in an auditorium and there is a speaker,
or you read a book, you tune in a set of receiving devices—your ears, your eyes, and your
conceptual analytic mind. But to receive this transmission requires much more than the mind. It
requires a desire in us—to use this birth in order to become who, in truth, we are. It requires a
desire to become free of the kinds of clinging and attachment that keep distorting and narrowing
our vision. It requires that we truly desire to know what we are doing here, what our function is
here on Earth. To say, “I want more than the reality of my senses and my thinking mind,” requires
that we take those moments every one of us has had in our life when we have been in tune with
the Tao, with the harmony of the universe, with the flow—when for a moment we set aside our
separateness, our self-consciousness, and became part of the process, in the same way as a
tree or a brook or wheat is part of the process, and bring them into the foreground at this
moment and make them figure so that they stand out and put the rest of the forms of our life into
the background.We had in those few moments the answer to every question our minds could
create and all the food our souls needed. It’s only that we didn’t know it. So we gather to remind
one another who we are. What we’re looking for is who is looking; it’s happening all around us,
and we are what’s happening. So that next time we sit waiting for something to begin, we realize
that there is nothing that needs to begin, for the beginning, the middle, and the end are already



who we are.Actually what it is that I can share with you has no time and no space. It is not really
East as opposed to West; it is not now as opposed to then. It isn’t the sole domain of any
organized religion. It is that which is universal to all that lives in the true spirit. Each time I go out
on a speaking tour, there are a number of us for whom the introductory lecture is appropriate.
Others of us here are ready for the intermediate course, the 101 series. Perhaps a few of us
would like the advanced graduate seminar because we are ready to specialize; we’re prepared
to make a commitment in our life.For those of us who want the advanced course, if while we are
together we cultivate the quietness in ourselves, we may receive the transmission we seek. If we
don’t get lost in the words—for the words are like birds—they fly in from one horizon and fly out
toward the other. For those of us with very active minds who’d like to know what’s happening, I
will provide words. And the active minds can chew on them, collect them, write them down, and
save them until they turn yellow, until there is a readiness to sit quietly and open our hearts and
quiet our minds. Because the predicament is that the transmission that we in truth yearn to
receive is not one that the rational mind can fully grok, can fully grasp, can fully appreciate. All
the rational mind can do is get to the point where it is pointing and it says, “It went thatta way!”
But to have what we seek, we have to go beyond knowing and become it. It is a peculiar
predicament, that this knowledge can only be known by transforming ourselves into the
knowledge itself.Chapter 3Rules of the GameThe simple rules of this game are being honest
with ourselves about where we’re at, and learning to listen, to be able to hear how it all is.
Meditation is a way of listening more and more deeply, so we hear from a more profound space,
exactly how it is. To hear how it is, we must be open to it, thus the open heart.We can take our
lives exactly as they are in this moment; it is a fallacy to think that we’re necessarily going to get
closer to God by changing the form of our lives, by leaving so-and-so, or changing our jobs, or
moving, or whatever . . . by giving up our stereos, or cutting off our hair, or growing our hair, or
shaving our beards, or. . . . It isn’t the form of the game; it’s the nature of the being that fulfills the
form. If I’m a lawyer, I can continue being a lawyer. I merely use being a lawyer as a way of
coming to God.It is a fallacy to think that any form of life is necessarily more spiritual than any
other. Ashrams are often the heaviest, most neurotic, political settings I’ve ever been in. They
can also be very beautiful spiritual spaces, but by definition, just because we’re living in some
place called an ashram or a monastery, doesn’t mean we’re getting closer to God.For someone
who has grown in evolution to the point that she or he understands that this precious birth is an
opportunity to awaken, is an opportunity to know and perhaps to be God, all of life becomes an
instrument for getting there: marriage, family, job, play, travel—all of it. We spiritualize our lives.
When Krishna says in the Bhagavad Gita that you should do what you do, but offer the fruits of
your actions to Me, he means that we should do it all in relationship to becoming enlightened. So
when someone says to us, “Who are you?” the answer is not “I am a lawyer” or “I am a
housewife.” It’s “I am a being going to God. I do law in order to provide right livelihood, to protect
this temple and fulfill my responsibilities, in order to go to God. I am living with so-and-so, in such
and such a situation, because that situation is the optimum for me to fulfill my karma and allow



me to go to God.” It’s as simple as that.We find our way through this incarnation; each of us has a
different path through. No path is any better than any other path; they are just different. We must
honor our own path. For some of us, we will feel like half a being until we form a connection with
another half, and then we will be able to go to God. Others of us will go alone on our journey to
God. It’s not better or worse; it’s just different. If we can get over the value judgments, we can
listen to what it is we need to do without getting caught in all of the social pressures about
marriage or non-marriage.The true marriage is with God. The reason we form a conscious
marriage on the physical plane with a partner is to do the work of coming to God together. That
is the only reason for marrying when we are conscious. The only reason. If we marry for
economics, if we marry for passion, if we marry for romantic love, if we marry for convenience, if
we marry for sexual gratification, it will pass and there is suffering. The only marriage contract
that works is what the original contract was—we enter into this contract in order to come to God,
together. That’s what a conscious marriage is about.In fact, that is what everything we’re doing is
about. When we’re ready, we flip the figure and background—what was figure becomes
background, and what was background becomes figure. Our personal story becomes a spiritual
journey, our ego-centric universe becomes a particle in an infinite field of light.We look around,
and we find we have a whole set of existing relationships. Some of them are not based on
sharing the journey to God; they have other reasons, and the reasons fall away, and the
relationships fall away, because they were what we call friends, and we outgrow our friends.
They go on different paths than we do. That’s reasonable. Other beings we are connected with,
we can’t outgrow: parents, children, relatives of one sort or another. We don’t walk away. That is
our given karma of the incarnation. We may grow at a different rate than they do, and they
become the fire of our purification—because they will pull on us as we used to be, and our job is
to deal with that until we get so even and clear that somebody can come up and say, “Hello,
Dick,” or “Hello, Richard,” or whatever. And I’m right there. “Yes.” Not, “I’m Ram Dass now.” We
work with the karma that exists in our life space.Now, marriage is very peculiar in this situation
because originally the marriage contract put our partners in the same relationship as a parent or
child. It was not something we could walk away from, like a friendship. It was “until death do us
part,” and it became that kind of karma that we worked on. And even if our husband or our wife
turned out to be the worst bastard or bitch in the world, that was our work! And if we really
wanted to be with God, it didn’t really matter. On the other hand, some of us may have gotten
into the present cultural position of seeing marriages as special friendships, or even not so
special anymore; people move in and out of them the same way they have friends—outgrow
them and drop them. Now, in terms of the karmic situation, if we have married unconsciously, we
are faced with an unconscious predicament, and whether we stay with our partner or not is not
as gross a karmic matter, as if we had entered into the relationship consciously and then broken
it off. That’s a different matter.It would be the same thing with abortion. Unconscious people who
don’t understand get abortions. And the karma is reasonably light because it comes out of the
mechanicalness of mind in them. They’re not aware of what they’re doing. They’re functioning



totally in terms of lust and greed and fear and personal agendas of the mind and so on. They’re
just lost. But once a being has awakened and is aware of his or her predicament, then one style
of life isn’t that different from another. It’s all grist for the mill. They don’t sit around killing this and
keeping that alive in order to make their lives nice. They take it as it comes down the pike and
work with it.
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Ebook Library Reader, “Amazingly Powerful. “If our longing for God is pure, that will be our
strength. Then, though we may get lost for a time, eventually our inner heart will hear what to do,
and all the impurities in our world will just become grist for the mill.” -Ram DassIf this passage
pulls at your heart, then this book is for you.”

Tania, “This book changed my life. If you want to .... This book changed my life. If you want to
read one Ram Dass book, let this one be it! Truly thought provoking and essential life lessons
on every page.  Truly, grist for the mill.”

Kem Lee, “Read and Reread. I have underlined so many sections in Ram Dass' powerful book. It
is superb for reading at night when you want a peaceful message to be in your mind before
sleep. I have begun rereading it as well.Thanks Ram Dass!”

joolfoool, “A must!. I have carried this book with me everywhere for many years!! Ram Dass has
spoken to my heart and intellect and sense of humor, to lead my way through my life with truth I
can live with daily.”

John ironmonger, “Oodles of wisdom. Amazing book. Perfect for where I'm at in my spiritual
journey. Its a short book but I can only read a few pages at a time because Ram Dass puts very
dense concepts in simple easy to understand terms, and I need time to unpack and absorb it in
my head.”

Shelleen M. Kostabi, “Communication Beyond Time And Space. I enjoyed every single page of
this book. So much so that I immediately read some chapters over twice. Deeply profound and
honestly funny. I’ve always loved Ram Dass. But the very last paragraph made me feel at one
with Ram Dass on some other plane. Nothing short of magic.”

Bill Hartman, “Fantastic. Ram Dass one of the God Fathers of the sixties mystical movement that
brought Eastern Religion to the west, still has it. The wisdom is still there and like fine wine only
gets better with age. He has been through a lot including recent strokes and these experiences
only add to his wisdom. For someone my age, sixty five., it is like revisiting the past but the
message is just as relevant to day as is was then, we are all one and need to learn to love each
other as we are all in this world together and part of a great oneness.”

Jeanne Marie Lambrianou, “Great spiritual help, as always, Ram Dass!. I keep trying to up my
spiritual game, and Ram Dass comes along at critical moments to punt me forward! Thank you,
Ram Dass!”



MJohn, “Beautiful, profounded book. Amazing book. I really love to be in Ram Dass' company
and find his teachings really compliment my meditation/spiritual practice.I first came across the
author through the Duncan Trusell family hour. This led me Jack Cornfields podcast and other
Be Here Network podcasts which included many recordings of lectures from decades ago. I
recommend listening to some of these before reading his books.Spiritual work is heavy stuff and
most of written material is dry and sumber. Ram Dass approaches is with humour and lightness
but at the same time his insights are deep and profound and hit you like lightening
strikes.Enjoyed this book immensely and want to read more. Excellent”

BlueSky, “A gem of honesty and clarity. I read this book in one sitting; I was so drawn into it.
Unlike many other spiritual books, this one manages to include and respect all traditions, yet not
cling to any. It is profoundly honest and yet enveloped in love, compassion and gentleness.”

SitaR, “Wow! Wow ! Wow! Fantastic book.. Wow this book will blow your mind!It is an incredible
read. It has everything in it to guide you through transcending the mind.Ram Dass is a genius in
this area of understanding he explains very clearly the process and what it means to be
enlightened.A must read for anyone looking to go beyond the body and mind in this lifetime.It's
the type of book you need to re- read to digest its wisdom.”

Bdacowgirl, “Highly Recommended. It’s almost like he’s just sitting in the room with me having a
conversation. Such a beautiful time with Baba Ram Dass.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. Beautiful book”

The book by Ram Dass has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 443 people have provided feedback.
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